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ABSTRACT

The detection of space debris becomes more and more important due to the rapidly increasing number of such objects
in space. Various observation techniques are used, optical observations are the preferred method for the search of
artificial (man-made) objects in higher orbits and for the search of natural (meteoroid) objects. For the scanning of
a large area of the sky within a short time optical systems with a small focal ratio are best suited for this task. Such
fast systems suffer often from a poor image quality, especially at the edges of the image. A new optical design for a
telescope with a diameter of the primary mirror of 300 mm and a focal ratio of 1.3 guarantees excellent spot sizes for
the whole field of view with a diameter of 52 mm. For the recording of the observation time a new developed event
timer is used. In combination with an image sensor with an electronic shutter like an interline sensor a accuracy for the
epoch registration better than 100 µs can be achieved. The optical system is assembled on a telescope mount with direct
drive technology which enables the precise tracking of objects in all orbital regimes. A weather module completes the
system. The software package provides the possibility for autonomous operation without any interaction of an operator.
As soon as the weather and lighting conditions are below the user defined limits, predefined actions like opening the
dome or cooling down the camera will be done before the observation is started. A detailed observation scenario can
be prepared in advance by editing a Extensible Markup Language (XML) document containing all relevant settings
for each individual target.

1. ULTRA FAST WIDE FIELD OPTICS

During the last years Astro Systeme Austria GmbH (ASA) has developed the technology and skills that are required to
reach excellent optical performance for very short focal ratios in combination with large CCD sensors. For example the
performance of a 800 mm f/2.2 prime focus system, as it has already been built for several customers, is demonstrated.
With such a system a 5 s test exposure has been done as shown in Fig. 1. As it can be seen on the information window
in the detailed images in Fig. 2.1 to 2.4 with a zoom factor of 400 % the measured FWHM values are in the range
between 1.2 and 1.4 pixel.

In order to achieve similar performance with a 300 mm f/1.3 system, it is necessary to develop a new optical design
with high order aspherical lenses. CNC polishing, which is done at ASA, as well as computer generated holograms
for the metrology allow to use even quite extreme shapes in the design. Creating a perfect design is only one part of
the medal, the even bigger challenge is to reach the theoretical image quality in the assembled system which requires
excellent lens centering and alignment techniques.

The 300 mm f/1.3 system uses one mirror and a five lens prime focus corrector as shown in Fig. 3. The plane window
that can be seen in the drawing near the focus is used to simulate the glass thickness of the CCD window and filter.
The telescope can be used with a modern small pixel 52 mm diagonal sensor and covers then a 7.6 ° field of view. The
RMS spot size in the integral light is ≈ 6 µm up to the corner of the CCD sensor as shown in Fig. 4 and 5.

2. SOFTWARE CONCEPT

The newly developed software package for controlling the individual hardware components and scheduling obser-
vations has been developed under the aspect of very high flexibility. The software package does not only allow the
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Fig. 1: 5 s test exposure done with a 800 mm f/2.2 prime focus system.

control of hardware components manufactured by ASA, but also from other companies using various software inter-
faces. From the beginning the goal was the development of a system that cannot control only hardware components
with software drivers provided for a dedicated operating system. Devices with Linux drivers can be used together
with devices where drivers are only available for the windows platform (e.g. ASCOM drivers). This is realized by the
designated remote control of the devices. Provided Software Development Kits (SDKs) offer the possibility to access
all devices remotely. Special focus in the software development has been put on the following two observation tasks,
passive optical observations of different celestial objects, and tracking of satellites with a laser for communication
tasks or range measurements. By using the provided SDKs the user can develop his own application-specific control
system.

2.1 Client / Server Architecture

Above requirements can be fulfilled best by using a client-server approach. The client connects to the server by
using a TCP/IP connection, which uses a proprietary TCP protocol and does all data access and manipulation queries
through calls to the provided SDK. The SDK is implemented in C++ and available for the three major operating
systems Windows, Linux und MacOSX. Client access of the mount happens through the mount server running on
the Telescope Control Unit (TCU) with a low latency linux kernel installed. In case of time critical applications like
tracking of LEO satellites a GNSS receiver with a 1 PPS output signal is connected to the TCU. This signal is used
together with a linux kernel which supports PPS mode for building up a stratum 1 NTP server [7].

2.2 Device components

For better compatibility with ASCOM, all device components inherit the methods and properties of the appropriate
ASCOM interface. If we take a closer look to the mount interface IASAMountV1 Fig. 6, all methods and properties
are inherited from the ASCOM ITelescopeV3 interface [4]. By using the additional methods and properties defined
in the IASAMountV1 interface, high accurate satellite tracking with various ephemeris formats becomes possible
beside other features like a detailed setup of the mount optimized for the desired application or calculating a pointing
model. Looking into the details of the interface implementation, we have to distinguish between local, remote and
client classes of a device component. Local class implementation is used if a device is connected to the control unit
directly (e.g. via an USB connection), while the remote class is used for components accessed through a network
connection. In case of remote components the server is acting as a proxy server. Accordingly to the connection
type, we have to distinguish between the ASAMount class for local connections and the ASAMount_Remote class
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Fig. 2: The four marked rektangles in Fig. 1 are shown with a zoom of 400 %. The numbering corresponds to the
numbering in Fig. 1

for remote and client connections. In the current implementation remote and client classes are identical, but this
might change in future. The ASAMount_Remote classes inherit additionally all methods and properties of the generic
remote device interface called IASARemoteDevice Fig. 7. SDKs for all major operating systems are provided for the
ASAMount_Remote client class. The ASAMount class is the basis class for all ASA mount software drivers. Derived
from this class the ASAMount_AltAz class provides methods especially adapted for alt-azimuth mounts, while the
ASAMount_Equatorial class those adapted for parallactic mounts. The drivers are implemented in C++, theoretically
they can be compiled on all major OS platforms. But due to stability and timing requirements of many applications
a low latency linux kernel was chosen. Part of this class is the IASAMountController interface which describes all
mandatory methods and properties for an ASA mount controller. By using this generic approach future controllers can
be integrated quite easily.

Beside the usual tracking opportunities of an astronomical telescope tracking of satellites with very high accuracy is
provided. Various ephemeris formats are supported like Two Line Elements (TLE), Consolidated Prediction Format
(CPF) or a time series of position, velocity and timestamp (PVT) can be specified for the two main axes of the
telescope (either RightAscension - Declination in case of parallactic mounts or Altitude - Azimuth in case of alt-
azimuth mounts). Tracking corrections in both axes can be applied to keep the satellite in the center of the sensor.
Additionally a time bias can be specified for correcting along track errors caused by imprecise ephemeris.

In addition to the mount SDK there are additional device component SDKs available for the dome, tertiary mirror,
image de-rotator and cloud watcher. By using these SDKs customers can implement a control system or an user
interface optimized for their applications.
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Fig. 3: 300 mm f/1.3 system.

Fig. 4: Spot diagram.

2.3 Module Software Development Kit

The device component SDKs are complemented by the so called module SDKs. Individual device components are
grouped together to modules. The goal is the optimal coordination of components which have dependencies among
each other. The main modules are the mount module and the camera module. Similar to the device component classes
we have to distinguish between local and client versions of the module classes, but both are based on the same interface
definitions. In case of the mount module the interface is called IASAMountModule Fig. 8. The local version is used
internally for building the module driver, while the client version for building the module SDK. While the methods
and properties of the modules can be accessed through the provided SDKs, methods and properties of the underlying
device components are totally opaque to the user.

2.4 Mount module

If we are taking a closer look to the mount module, these dependencies are obviously. First it must be stated that the
mount module consists of the mount, tertiary mirror, image de-rotator, meteorological sensor and the dome. Now we
assume that we want to track a satellite with an alt-azimuth mount and make observations like images or laser range
measurements with a sensor mounted at the specified Nasmyth position. The task can be realized by using a lot of
methods of the component SDKs, or by calling just a single method of the mount module SDK. The following actions
will be done by a single call
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Fig. 5: Spot size versus field radius.
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Fig. 6: ASA Mount Class

• Slewing and tracking of the mount

• Synchronizing the dome slit to the mount position

• Tracking of the de-rotator for compensating image field rotation (if desired)

• Consideration of atmospheric data recorded by the cloud resp. meteorological sensor for precise refraction
correction

• Slewing of the tertiary mirror to the desired Nasmyth position

Many other methods are provided within these module SDKs and can help to save a lot of time in realizing various
observation tasks. Thanks to the fact that each device component of the modules can operate either in local mode
or remote mode, also components with ASCOM drivers can be controlled by these modules. Additional to the AS-
COM driver provided by the manufacturer of the device component, the ASA ASCOM server together with the ASA
ASCOM remote driver has to be installed on the Windows PC. This technology has been used for ASCOM compo-
nents like focusers or domes successfully already years before the ASCOM Alpaca API [3] has been announced. In
the SMARTnet network [2] the ASCOM compatible components are controlled by this technology, [8] also uses this
technology for controlling the ASCOM compatible roof.
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2.5 Camera module
The camera module SDK might be of special interest in case of astrometric observation of fast moving objects like
satellites. The components of the camera module are the camera and the event timer. Currently cameras manufactured
by Finger Lakes Instrumentation, Zwo ASI and Canon DSLR cameras as well as ASCOM compatible cameras are
supported.

The event timer is an essentially component if you are interested in high accurate astrometric positions of fast moving
objects like satellites. With the help of an event timer the observation times of the images can be recorded with high
accuracy. The accuracy depends on the shutter speed of the camera. At the beginning and the end of the image
recording an electric signal will be sent to the event timer. The event timer which is synchronized to UTC with an
accuracy of a few microseconds will register these signals by creating timestamps for these events.

The accuracy of the registered events heavily depends on the used shutter type. Mechanical shutters are mostly much
slower than electronic shutters which are used by interline sensors or CMOS sensors. Mechanical shutters suffer often
from an unpredictable time for opening or closing. This time can vary significantly if the ambient temperature changes.
The widely-used iris shutters with shutter blades show also variations of this time depending on the spatial position of
the shutter. If the shutter blades are positioned vertically, this time is quite often shorter than in horizontal position due
to smaller friction of the blades. Studies at the Astronomical Institute of Berne (AIUB) have shown for iris shutters
with a diameter of 65 mm time variations of more than 10 ms. For improving the accuracy different technologies have
been developed in the past like the so called smear mode [5]. CMOS sensors with global shutter can be used without
any mechanical shutter and might be a very interesting alternative to the classical CCD sensors also for high precision
astrometry. At the time only a limited number of CMOS sensors with global shutters are available, mainly with small
sensor size. The currently wide-spread CMOS sensors with rolling shutter are less suitable for astrometric tasks as
they have no clearly defined observation time of the image.

In the past the timing module bc637PCIe from Microsemi [1] has been used as event timer successfully. Based on this
experience ASA has developed a new event timer which optimally matches the requirements in the field of astrometric
observations of satellites and space debris objects.

3. SCHEDULER

The development objective of the scheduler was the possibility for automatic scheduling of passive optical observations
particularly with regard to astrometric and photometric purposes. Follow-up observations of satellites for maintaining
a catalogue and observations for different survey strategies for scanning the sky for space debris objects should be
possible targets as well as calibration images like bias and dark frames. Last but not least also celestial objects like
minor planets, nebulae or galaxies should be considered.

The observation scenario can be prepared by the operator by editing a XML document containing all relevant settings
for each individual target. This document will be sent to the scheduler server by establishing a network connection
and can be modified at any time during the observations. The scheduler server can be either installed on the TCU or
on a separate control unit. The latter would might be the preferred solution if you are using a camera with a very high
frame rate like a sCMOS camera. The advantage of installing the scheduler server on the camera unit is that the frame
rate is not restricted by a potential slow network connection.

3.1 Automation of startup and shutdown
The scheduler provides the possibility for autonomous operation without any interaction of an operator. The start and
the end of the observations can be defined either by the elevation angle of the sun or by dedicated start and end times.
In both cases the observations will be started only if the weather and lighting conditions are within the user defined
limits. Predefined actions like opening the dome, cooling down the camera, opening the mirror covers and switching
on the fans will be done before the observations are started. An autofocus module completes the system. During the
observations the safety signal of the cloud watcher will be monitored permanently. If the safety signal switches from
safe to unsafe conditions, the observations will be interrupted immediately and predefined actions like moving devices
to the parking positions or closing the dome will be performed.

3.2 Prioritization of the observation queue
Planned observations will be put into the so called observation queue as soon as the desired observation point in time
has been reached. The time which is needed for slewing the mount from the current position to the planned target is
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Fig. 9: GEO Survey.

taken into account to be able to guarantee the start of the image integration just in time. This observation queue and
the planned observations defined by the observation plan can be modified by the operator with help of the provided
graphical user interface. Objects can be added or removed at any time during the operation. If more than one target
is resided in the observation queue, the integrated prioritization algorithm comes into operation. This algorithm takes
into account the predefined priority of each target, the already performed observations and the visibility conditions
like elevation, distance from the moon or earth shadow transit times (in case of satellites).

3.3 Serialization

For each individual target both the number of series and the number of images per series as well as the gap between
the individual series and the images can be specified. The position of the target can be defined in various manner
depending on the type of the object. The position of celestial objects will be mostly defined in an inertial system,
while for survey tasks you can define different patterns for scanning the sky either in an earth fixed system or an
inertial system. Regarding the camera, the usual settings like integration time, binning, readout speed, gain as well
as position and size of a sub frame can be declared in the observation plan. If the camera supports different shutter
modes, this property can also be set for each target individually. The images together with all relevant informations
like telescope position, camera settings, atmospheric informations and observation times registered by the event timer
are stored in the FITS format.

3.4 Follow-up observations

For maintaining a catalogue of satellites and space debris objects, a special follow-up scenario has been implemented
in the scheduler. A single file containing TLE ephemeris of these objects can be specified in the observation plan.
The objects can be grouped together with help of another file containing additional informations like the orbit type
(e.g. low earth orbiter) or the size of the object. For better readability of the observation plan the observation settings
cannot only be set for each target individually, but also for above defined groups of targets. For example, you can set
the integration time for all geosynchronous objects (GEO) equally by defining this value in the group settings instead
specifying the time for every GEO as shown in Listing 1. The scheduler takes care about the passes through the earth
shadow as well as rising and setting of the object. In near future also the phase angle of the sun will be taken into
account.

3.5 Survey observations

Detection of space debris becomes more and more important due to the rapidly rising number of such objects. Two
different survey strategies are currently implemented. The first is especially designed for surveys in the geostationary
belt and already well established. The AIUB uses this strategy since many years very effective on various sites [6].
The position of the survey field is defined in an inertial system as Right Ascension and Declination and moves like
a fence over the sky with sidereal speed as shown in Fiog. 9. The second strategy has the shape of a square wave.
You can define the starting point as Hour Angle (HA) and Declination (DEC) in an earth fixed system as well as the
number of the HA and DEC stripes. Additional parameters are the overlapping region in both directions (HA, DEC)
and the velocity in HA and DEC during the image integration as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Square wave survey defined through starting point (HA / DEC), difference in hour angle (dHA) and difference
in declination (dDEC) of the individual image series and number of the DEC stripes (3) and hour HA stripes(6).

3.6 Observation protocol

Informations about already performed observations are stored in a separate section of the observation plan. Not only
successful observations will be recorded, but also informations about mistrials. The protocol can be very helpful not
only for receiving informations about an observation night, but also during restarting of the observations. Restarting
might be necessary not only due to hardware or software failures, but also due to changing weather conditions or
modifications of the observation plan. After restarting already performed observations will be taken into account in
the scheduling of further observations.

3.7 XML Observation plan

The observation plan shown in Listing 1 is divided into five major sections, Targets for specifying each target individ-
ually, Satellites and Orbits for defining follow-up observations, Settings for the automation settings and Observations
for the already performed observations. In the example of Listing 1 two targets are specified, a GNSS satellite with
identifier Id_1993_068A and a GEO survey field with identifier Id_GeoSurvey2. Objects for follow-up observations
will be listed in the file gps-ops.txt and will be added automatically to the observation queue as soon as no other object
resides within the queue.

Listing 1: Example of an XML observation plan.
1 <? xml v e r s i o n = ’ 1 . 0 ’ encoding = ’UTF−8 ’ ?>
2 <Sequencer>
3 < Targets >
4 <Id_1993_068A>
5 <Object_ S e t t i n g s ObjectName=" 1993−068A" i sObserved =" 1 " / >
6 <Mount_ S e t t i n g s Ephemeris Type=" 1 " ObjectType=" 2 " Ephemeris=" b i n / ASA2 . 0 / Ephemeri

/20190501/1993 −068A. 3 l e " / >
7 <ACC_S e t t i n g s F o c u s P o s i t i o n ="−1" FocusType=" 0 " / >
8 <Camera_ S e t t i n g s ObsTime=" −1.000000000 " WinSizeX=" 0 " WinSizeY=" 0 " BinningY=" 1 "

ExposureTime=" 2 .00 0 " BinningX=" 1 " ReadoutSpeed=" 1 " WinOffsetY=" 0 " WinOffsetX=" 0 "
U s e E l e c t r o n i c S h u t t e r =" 1 " Gain=" 1 " / >

9 < S e r i e s _ S e t t i n g s P r i o r i t y =" 7 " S t a r t Observat ion =" −1.000000000 " dT _ S e r i e s =" 0 .00 0 "
NumberOfImages=" 1 " EndObservat ion =" −1.000000000 " dT_Images=" 0 .00 0 " Max
NumberOfSeries="−1" Basename=" b i n / ASA2 . 0 / Images /20190427/1993 −068A" / >

10 < / Id_1993_068A>
11 <Id_GeoSurvey2 >
12 <Object_ S e t t i n g s ObjectName="GEOSurvey2 " i sObserved =" 0 " / >
13 <Mount_ S e t t i n g s ObjectType=" 4 " P o s i t i o n _ 1 =" 1 .000000 " P o s i t i o n _ 2 =" −4.000000 "

V e l o c i t y _ 1 =" 0 .00000000 " V e l o c i t y _ 2 =" 0 .00000000 " Ephemeris Type="−1" Ephemeris=" " /
>
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14 <Camera_ S e t t i n g s ObsTime=" −1.000000000 " WinSizeX=" 0 " WinSizeY=" 0 " BinningY=" 1 "
ExposureTime=" 5 .00 0 " BinningX=" 1 " ReadoutSpeed=" 0 " WinOffsetY=" 0 " WinOffsetX=" 0 "

U s e E l e c t r o n i c S h u t t e r =" 0 " Gain=" 1 " / >
15 < S e r i e s _ S e t t i n g s Basename=" / home / p l o n e r / b i n / ASA2 . 0 / Images / 2 0 1 9 0 4 2 7 /GEOSurvey2 " dT="

120 .000 " NumberOfImages=" 5 " P r i o r i t y =" 9 " S t a r t Observat ion =" 2458606.899001511 "
EndObservat ion =" 2458606.940668178 " / >

16 < / Id_GeoSurvey2 >
17 < / Targets >
18 < S a t e l l i t e s >
19 <MaxNumberOfSeries>7< / MaxNumberOfSeries>
20 <dT _ S e r i e s > 600 .00 < / dT _ S e r i e s >
21 <NumberOfImages>5< / NumberOfImages>
22 <dT_Images> 15 . 00 < / dT_Images>
23 <ExposureTime> 1 . 0 0 < / ExposureTime>
24 <BinningX>1< / BinningX>
25 <BinningY>1< / BinningY>
26 <WinSizeX>0< / WinSizeX>
27 <WinSizeY>0< / WinSizeY>
28 <WinOffsetX>0< / WinOffsetX>
29 < U s e E l e c t r o n i c S h u t t e r >1< / U s e E l e c t r o n i c S h u t t e r >
30 <Gain>0< / Gain>
31 <ReadoutSpeed>0< / ReadoutSpeed>
32 <UseAutoAddtoQueue>1< / UseAutoAddtoQueue>
33 < F i l e >gps−ops . t x t < / F i l e >
34 < UseDefaul tOrbi t S e t t i n g s >1< / UseDefaul tOrbi t S e t t i n g s >
35 < / S a t e l l i t e s >
36 < Orbi t s >
37 <MEO>
38 <ExposureTime> 2 .5000 < / ExposureTime>
39 < /MEO>
40 <GEO>
41 <ExposureTime> 4 .0000 < / ExposureTime>
42 < /GEO>
43 <LEO>
44 <ExposureTime> 1 .0000 < / ExposureTime>
45 < /LEO>
46 < / Orbi t s >
47 < S e t t i n g s >
48 <UseSaveCondit ion >1< / UseSaveCondit ion >
49 <UseAutoDome>1< / UseAutoDome>
50 <UseAutoCover>0< / UseAutoCover>
51 <UseAutoCooling>1< / UseAutoCooling>
52 <UseAutoFans>1< / UseAutoFans>
53 <UseAutoPark>1< / UseAutoPark>
54 <UseSunEle>1< / UseSunEle>
55 <MaxSunEle>−9< /MaxSunEle>
56 <SensorTemp>−25< / SensorTemp>
57 <UseFocusModel>0< / UseFocusModel>
58 <Begin Observat ion >2458606.232847222 < / Begin Observat ion >
59 <EndObservat ion >2458606.638055556 < / EndObservat ion >
60 <MinEle> 20 . 00 < / MinEle>
61 <ImagePath> b i n / ASA2 . 0 / Images /20190427 < / ImagePath>
62 < / S e t t i n g s >
63 <Observat ion s >
64 <Id_1993_068A>
65 < L a s t ObsTime>2458606.254765733 < / L a s t ObsTime>
66 <NumberOfSeries>1< / NumberOfSeries>
67 <NumberOfMistrials>0< / NumberOfMistrials>
68 <Observat ion ObjectName=" 1993−068A" ObsTime=" 2458606.254765733 " ExpTime=" 2 .0000 "

SeriesName=" / home / p l o n e r / b i n / ASA2 . 0 / Images /20190427/1993 −068 A_20190502_180616 "
ProcFlags =" 00000000 " / >

69 < / Id_1993_068A>
70 < / Observat ion s >
71 < / Sequencer>
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4. OUTLOOK

Every clear night thousands of images can be acquired with the system. An image tool chain for the processing of the
images is currently in development. The goal is to achieve an astrometric accuracy of a few tenths of an arc second
even for fast moving objects. The processing will be done in near real time. This enables the rescheduling of objects
which cannot be correlated with any catalogue within the same night for improving the orbit. Due to the high amount
of light this instrument can collect space debris detection with an exposure time of 3 to 5 s is possible. Telescopes of
this kind are available at ASA up to 1 m main mirror diameter and can be adapted on the needs of the customer to
a camera chip size up to 10 x 10 cm. ASA is also doing a study on ultra fast wide field telescopes up to 2.5 m main
mirror diameter.

5. CONCLUSION

The newly developed scalable ultra fast wide field telescopes together with a high dynamic tracking platform and a
very flexible software architecture for controlling all hardware components are perfect suited for any survey tasks not
only for man-made objects like satellites or space debris objects, but also for Near Earth Objects (NEO). Due to the
amazing focal ratio of 1.3 a large area of the sky can be scanned within a short time even with an image sensor of
moderate size. Therefore a much cheaper camera can be used while having the same field of view like an expensive
camera with a telescope with a large focal length. Integration times can be much shortened for reaching the same
limiting magnitude than with optics with a slower focal ratio. This is a great advantage in case of survey tasks in
lower orbital regimes like the search for space debris in low earth orbits (LEO). On the one hand the integration time
is limited in survey tasks by the unknown movement of the objects. This leads to the point that longer integration
times will result in most cases only in longer trails of the object, but not in detection of fainter objects. The limiting
magnitude depends namely on the pixel-crossing time. This is the time which is needed by the object for moving from
one pixel of the sensor to the adjacent pixel. On the other hand longer exposure times result also in longer star trails
which will reduce the accuracy of the astrometric position of the object. Together with the image processing pipeline
which is currently in the development stage a complete space debris system can be offered with optimally coordinated
hard- and software components.
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